Abstract-A very fast Jacobi-like algorithm for the parallel solution of symmetric eigenvalue problems is proposed. It becomes possible by not focusing on the realization of the Jacobi rotation with a CORDIC processor, but by applying approximate rotations and adjusting them to single steps of the CORDIC i Igorithm, Le., only one angle of the CORDIC angle sequence defines the Jacobi rotation in each step. This angle can be determined by some shift, add and compare operations. Although mly linear convergence is obtained for the most simple version of the new algorithm, the overall operation count (shifts and adds) decreases dramatically. A slow increase of the number of involved CORDIC angles during the runtime retains quadratic Iconvergence.
I. INTRODUCTION
HE EIGENVALUES of a real symmetric n x n matrix A are calculated by an orthogonal similarity transform:
The fast computation of eigenvalue decompositions is of great interest in many applications, e.g., signal processing. This concerns efficient algorithms, on the one hand, and their simple implementation either on a multiprocessor system or as dedicated VLSI hardware, on the other hand. The Jacobi algorithm is the method of choice with respect to parallel implementation [l] , [12] , since it exhibits a significantly higher degree of parallelism than the QR-algorithm. The matrix Q is composed of simple 2 x 2 plane rotations calculated such that A is stepwise reduced to diagonal form by annihilating an off-diagonal element a$), i.e., a g ' ) = 0, where k denotes the iteration index. If each off-diagonal element is annihilated once, a so called sweep is completed. For cyclic Jacobi methods, the matrix elements apq are processed in a fixed order e.g. cyclic ordering scheme [9] . One sweep of the cyclic Jacobi method can be implemented on an upper triangular array of processors with nearest neighbor interconnections [ 11- [3] (Fig. 1) . Each processor contains a 2 x 2 block of the upper triangular part of A('). The n/2 diagonal processors simultaneously evaluate the n/2 left and right sided rotations for the 2 x 2 block they have in storage, such that one sweep consisting of n/2(n -1) twosided rotations can be executed in ( n -1) steps. The left-sided (right-sided) rotations are sent to the off-diagonal processors of the same row (same column), which pre-and postmultiply the rotations received from the left and from the bottom, respectively, to the 2 x 2 blocks they have in storage.
To simplify the rotation angle calculation two different strategies were followed. One strategy applies the CORIIIC (Cooordinate Rotation DIgital Computer), well suited for binary data representation, to implement the annihilation of the off-diagonal entry a g ) exactly, i.e., a c ' ) = 0 is demanded. But the exact annihilation of entries is not strictly justified, since in subsequent steps already generated zero5 are destroyed. Another strategy does not keep to ri id rotation of a r ' ) to zero but demands only a reduction (&+')l < )&)( from step to step [3] , [9] , [lo] , [22] . This modification is called approximate rotation scheme. Generally, for these scheme:; the number of sweeps increases but with a simple approximation the cost per sweep is smaller than for the exact algorithni.
In this paper, it is shown that the binary data representation in the CORDIC scheme can be combined with the approximate rotation scheme efficiently.
A CORDIC processor calculates the rotation angles by a fixed length sequence of shift and add operations. The length depends on the required precision and the chosen st:t of sequences [8] , [17] . The modifications in the sequences of Volder's original work [19] were introduced to avoid, or at least to simplify, the calculation of the scaling factor e.&., Delsome proposed a half angle procedure to avoid square roots and divisions for scaling [5] .
0018-9340/93$03.00 0 1993 IEEE Approximate rotation schemes are especially appropriate for CORDIC processors. This was already noticed by Delsome [6] . For this purpose the processing of the complete sequence is given up and in every step only a few angles out of this sequence are applied. In [6] , three or four subsequent angles were proposed, but no procedure on how to determine them was presented and it is not guaranteed that all the angles of this sequence are really necessary. It is shown in this paper that the application of just one angle is best for almost all matrices. With a simple preprocessing (shift, add) of the exponents and a few comparisons the angles from the set of CORDIC angles that reduces lag+')l most can be found. This determination requires only a few shift, add and comparison operations [lo] . Though the quadratic convergence is lost and the number of sweeps increases, the entire operation count is reduced dramatically. Quadratic convergence is obtained again, if not just one optimal CORDIC angle is employed but a few more, Le., a multiple application of the one angle procedure whereby, in contrary to [6] , no unnecessary angles are applied. Scaling is done in the same way as by Delsome [SI. Since all unnecessary rotation angles are avoided, an improved accuracy is to be expected.
Section I1 reviews the Jacobi algorithm including approximate rotations. Necessary convergence proofs can be found in [ll] . Implementations issues of the CORDIC algorithm are discussed in Section I11 including the modifications to avoid square-roots and divisions in the scaling factor. The new algorithm is described in Section IV and numerical examples demonstrate the efficiency. The complexities of the new algorithm as well as other known methods for the symmetric eigenvalue problem are compared in Section V.
JACOBI METHODS

A. Exact Jacobi Rotations
Jacobi methods for the symmetric eigenvalue problem work by applying a sequence of orthogonal similarity transformations to the symmetric n x n matrix A [12] :
where Jpq is a plane rotation in the ( p , q ) plane defined by the parameters (e, s, -s, e ) in the ( p p , p q , q p , qq) entries of an n x n identity matrix c = cos @ (s = sin a) is the cosine (sine) of the rotation angle @.
The Jacobi rotatations Jpq have to be computed such that the off-diagonal quantity is reduced by each similarity transformation (1). Thereby, (4) and thus, In the subsequent sections, a Jacobi rotation Jpg with ( c , s) of (5) is called an exact Jacobi rotation due to the fact that
is exactly annihilated (ag") = 0).
B. Approximate Jacobi Rotations
For the reduction of S(')), it is not necessary to compute the exact Jacobi rotation, Le., (c, s ) of (9, but it is sufficient to compute ( c , s ) approximately, such that the orthogonality is preserved and a e ' ) = d a g ) with 0 5 Id( < 1. (6) A Jacobi rotation with an approximate computation of ( c , s)
is called an _approximate Jacobi rotation [3] , [16] and is described by J,,. Since the orthogonality has to be preserved for the approximate rotation it is convenient to establish the approximations for t = tan@ = s / c rather than for ( e , s).
Since (1) yields a r ' ) = P q with Q! = c2 -s2 -2 r c s ,
The maximal value of ldl, i.e., ldlm,, is a measure for the quality of the approximation. It is easy to verify that the exact Jacobi rotation, with t as in (4) 
The matrices A ( k ) converge to a diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues of A if the used approximation guarantees Id(.)) < 1 [9] . Furthermore, if Id(.)) decreases during the course of the algorithm, i.e., ( d (~) (~-~ + 0, ultimate quadratic convergence is achieved [ 111, [21] . These statements together with formula (7) are the keys for the design of our new algorithm in Section IV.
There we will use t = sign(.) . 2-l 
for approximating the tangent t of (4). This approximation corresponds to one iteration step of the CORDIC algorithm. This is the reason for reviewing some basic results of the CORDIC scheme in Section 111.
CORDIC ALGORITHM
There have been lots of publications on the use and imdementation of CORDIC for eigenvalue and singular value computations [2] , [4] , [7] , [8], [15] , [17] . The CORDIC procedure [19] , [20] uses the basic angles f arctan 2-k to :ompose the desired rotation angle cf,. This can be interpreted as a representation of @ in an " a r~t a n 2 -~' ' number system with digits f k E {-1, 1). Hence, after b+ 1 iteration steps the input vector (z, Y )~ is rotated by cf, with a precision of b bits.
The iteration equations for the CORDIC rotation procedure in circular coordinates are
The resulting vector after b + 1 iterations has to be scaled by independent of the rotation angle. In matrix notation the CORDIC algorithm is governed by 1 sign (Tk)z-') (z) ( z: = ( -sign (7hl2-k 1 (9) There have been efforts to eliminate the scaling factor or at least bring it into an easy realizable binary representation by introducing additional rotations or correction rotations [2] , [5], [8], e.g., when redundant CORDIC methods are used [15] , [17] . A modified and fast method using correction rotations which has been extended to angle calculations was presented in [13] . For the exact Jacobi algorithm, Kb is constant for a specific value of b if nonredundant CORDIC is used and thus is precomputable. Therefore, the scaling can be executed using only the necessary additions and shifts instead of a full multiplication, resulting in approximately b / 4 additions for the scaling. The scaling factor for a two-sided rotation of a 2 x 2 matrix differs from the scaling factor of a vector rotation by the power of 2.
For methods where the scaling factor is no longer constant Delosome [5] proposed a method for computing a variable scaling factor on-line. This case arises for variable iteration bounds in (8). Let an elementary rotation by angle @k be composed of twice executing a rotation by cf,'/2. Hence, (9) writes
Now, four shift and four add operations are required per iteration step but the scaling factor is square root free. To IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON COMPUTERS, VOL. 42, NO. 9, SEPTEMBER 1993 avoid the division the following simple identity can be used:
and hence, the scaling factor Kz is
As for a given precision b of the adders in a processor, all factors (1 -2-i) with z > b do not contribute to Kb. So all terms in the numerator of (11) can be cancelled out and the scaling factor simplifies to:
In case of taking only one specific iteration step 1 of the product (lo), i.e., 1 -2p2' sign (~l)2-'+') (; ~) (13) the scaling factor depends on 1 and thus the scaling hardware must offer the flexibility to perform all possible multiplications. A n expansion similar to that of (11) can be made such that the scaling in (13) can be performed recursively as follows:
KZ?+l = K;(1 + 2-2a+11); K: = 1 -2-'.
(14)
The recursion terminates if Z i f l l < 6, hence after log, [$] steps.
IV. NEW ALGORITHM
A. The Approximate Rotation rithm is
An approximation based on the idea of the CORDIC algo-
where 1 E (0, 1, 2,. . . , b}. Here, 1 is chosen such that 4 = arctan2-' is the angle that is closest to the exact ro1:ation angle cf,.
Describing J,, in dependence of t and using this approximation yields While the CORDIC algorithm evaluates the exact rotation Jpq by exceeding iterations (i.e., (16) is executed 1 = 0, 1, 2, . . . , b) for determining t, here only one iteration (one definite 1) is executed for an approximation Jpq(l).
B. Evaluation of J p q ( l )
For the evaluation of the Jacobi rotation j p q ( l ) it is sufficient to determine the shift-value 1. For this determination of 1 and for a minimization of Idlmax, we consider d ( 1~1 , l ) as obtained from (7) with t := sign (7) The bounds of these intervals (the q ) can be obtained from (17) IT./ -1(2i -2-i+1).
-3
Using (18) 
In order to avoid a great number of comparisons (e.g., compare (18)), which determine the value of 1 ( I = i ) , shows that maximal three values of 1 are possible for a given k . This can be seen easily by considering the corresponding intervals in Fig. 2 k 5 -2, -2 5 k 5 0, k > 0,
A maximum of two comparisons (19) must be executed for determining 1 if k > 0.
C. Scaling
The problem of scaling Spq ( 1 ) has been addressed in Section 111. Since the scaling factor depends on 1, we obtain a different scaling factor for every 1. According to (12), scaling can be performed by a sequence of at most log, shift and add operations if we execute two rotations with the half rotation angle. Therefore, in virtue of an easy compensation of the scaling factor, we use a slightly different approximation than (15) (23) and executing the scaling by using the expansion (14), e.g., for b = 32, 1 1
for each rotation (23).
By setting 1 := 1 + 1 (22) and using a double rotation (23) the first approximation (15) has been changed. Fig. 3 shows
) resulting from these changes. The maximal reduction factor ldlmax is bounded to 0.6. However, the comparison of Figs. 2 and 3 show that this approximation converges very rapidly to our original approximation (15) (Fig. 4) . Therefore, the convergence is only deteriorated for small 1 7 1 , i.e., in the very beginning of the algorithm.
D. Summary of the Algorithm
In this subsection, we summarize the new algorithm for 1 : = 1 + 1 (22) the diagonal and the off-diagonal processor cells. Throughout (23), compensate the scaling factor Kf = 1+2-26 by executing the shift-and-add steps required due to (24) two times (left and right sided rotation). The value of 1 is sent to the off-diagonal cells of the same row and the same column.
An off-diagonal cell which obtains 11 from the right and 12 from the bottom works as follows ([A, 11, Z2] = rot(A, 11, 1 2 ) ) :
compute A := y:q(ll) . A . zpq(l2) with zpq(l) of (23). compensate the scaling factors K t and K i by executing the shift-and-add steps required due to (24) for 1 = 11 and 1 = 12.
E. Discussion and Numerical Examples
As can be seen from Fig. 3 , the new algorithm guarantees IdJ,,, = 0.6 < 1 and, therefore, linear convergence of the Jacobi method. However, the condition for quadratic convergence is not met since for T + 03 only ld(T)I 5 1/3 holds but not d(T) -+ 0. Although the ultimate quadratic convergence is lost and therefore the number of sweeps increases, the complexity is significantly reduced if the presented one angle rotation scheme is applied.
In Fig. 5 , the decrease of the off-diagonal norm S of a random matrix of dimension n = 70 is shown. The exact Jacobi method converges ultimately quadratic while the approximate CORDIC Jacobi method converges only linearly. However, since the convergence of the exact Jacobi method is also only linear in the first sweeps, the difference in the number of required sweeps only grows significantly if the tolerance €or the off-diagonal norm, which stops the algorithm, is decreaszd. (Note that in a parallel environment the number of sweeps is predetermined). A decrease of the tolerance requires an increase of the wordlength b, e.g., for Stol = to be a reasonable limit a wordlength of at least b = 48 is required and correspondingly b = 32 for Stol = lo-'' resp. b = 16 for Stol = Thus for usual lengths of the datawords the difference in the number of required sweeps is minor in comparison to the reduced complexity of the new algorithm (e.g., in Fig. 5 for b = 32 we require 18 instead of 7 sweeps but in each sweep only one instead of 32 CORDIC iterations is executed per rotation). This estimate is even very pessimistic since actually n(n -1)/2 matrix elements of length b each are accumulated for determining the off-diagonal norm S .
Numerical simulations indicate an increase of the numbe-of sweep by a factor 2 -3. Note that the higher performance of the new algorithm can be evaluated only if the number of sweeps and the cost per sweep are considered.
F. Retaining the Ultimate Quadratic Convergence
In the following, we describe how to retain the ultimate quadratic convergence, although, as mentioned above, for usual lengths of the datawords using one angle rotations yields the best results. If the quadratic convergence shall be retained the algorithm of the diagonal cell can be iterated, Le.,
Thereby, by increasing r the accuracy of the rotation is improved and converges to the exact rotation which guarantees ultimate quadratic convergence. Fig. 6 shows an example for the rotation of a 2 x 2 matrix A with r = 5 . Note, that this example illustrates the main difference to the original CORDIC approach. In contrast to the original CORDIC scheme, only the required CORDIC angles are executed (unnecessary CORDIC angles are skipped). As can be seen in Fig. 6 , r = 5 is sufficient to achieve the same result as the original COF.DIC algorithm forb = 16, Le., 11 of the 16 CORDIC angles are not necessary. The fact that the first angle found for m = 1 yields the greatest reasonable angle of the CORDIC sequence and the fact that the produced zero elements are destroyed during the Jacobi method anyway (Le., producing a zero is usually not justified) are the reasons for the improved performance of the new algorithm. Thus, the ultimate quadratic convergence can be retained if the value of r is increased during the Jacobi method (e.g., using T = 1 in the first sweeps and T = 4 for the last couple of sweeps). For the processor array, the increase of T merely means that the dataflow of the matrix elements is delayed by r (in the processor cells the same 2 x 2 matrix is iterated for T steps). All the other computations (vectorization in the diagonal cells and rotation in the off-diagonal cells) run as for r = 1.
V. COMPLEXITY
The reduced overall operation count of the new algorithm can be evaluated by a complexity analysis. In order to obtain a realistic complexity measure we distinguish additions (Le., arithmetic operations) and shifts. We will evaluate the complexities for the execution of a rotation operation (Grot), for the determination of the rotation angle (Cangle) and for the scaling (Cscaling) . During one sweep of the Jacobi algorithm for a n x n matrix n(n -1)/2 rotation and scaling operations and n/2 angle determination operations have to be executed. In the exact Jacobi algorithm "angle determination" means that the third equation for the CORDIC in (8) has to be computed in order to determine the correct sequence of positive and negative rotations. For the comparison, we assume that the same adder implication is used in the three algorithms and therefore denote the adder complexity by ADD. The use of redundant adders like e.g., in [17] or [13] does not alter the principal results of the evaluation. However, redundant adders may significantly increase the achievable clock rates in a hardware implementation as the time for an addition is then independent from the operand precision.
The actual complexity of a shift by k bits depends on the way it is implemented. In order to keep the discussion independent from implementation aspects we use a common cost figure SHIFT for the shift operation which is independent from the shift distance. The actual complexities of the implemented shift operations have to be taken into consideration if the details of the implementation are known. The double rotation approach is included into the comparison, because it is used for the approximate rotations proposed by Delosme [6] .
For the evaluation of the angle determination in (19) we assume that a comparison operation (2) is approximately as expensive as an addition. Furthermore, we neglect the cost of sign conversion and thus evaluate addition and subtraction equally.
The conventional CORDIC requires two additions and two shifts per iteration for the rotation operation, hence
The angle determination, i.e., the evaluation of the Titeration in (8) Scaling is performed according to (14) which results in an operation count of In Fig. 7 , these complexities are plotted versus the precision 3 for a matrix dimension n = 70.
VI. CONCLUSION
A highly efficient Jacobi-like algorithm for the parallel solu-:ion of symmetric eigenvalue problems was proposed. The alprithm combines implementation properties of CORDIC pro-:essors for vector rotation with approximate rotation schemes.
From the binary data representation, the best suited CORDIC rotation angle for a reduction of the off-diagonal norm can be obtained very easily and only this angle is applied. The squareroots and divisions for scaling are avoided by the subsequent application of two rotations of half angle and some algebraic manipulations.
Though the quadratic convergence is lost, the algorithm is much faster than other Jacobi-like algorithms with CORDIC processors. The higher performance of the new algorithm is due to the fact that the savings in the rotation computations (one angle) are significantly higher than the cost of the additional sweeps. Rounding error analysis has shown that the savings in computations are accompanied by significantly smaller error bounds. Details will be published in a forthcoming paper.
The algorithm can be modified in the sense that more ihan one rotation angle is performed, but always only the necessary angles. It is also possible to increase the number of rotation angles as the algorithm proceeds. By doing so, quadratic convergence can be retained.
The proposed algorithm is also well-suited for floating point arithmetic (in contrary to the conventional CORDIC), because only one floating point unit (Le., adder plus shifter) is necessary for each processing cell.
